DISCOVER IMPRESSIVE THROUGHPUT
DRIVING INCREASED EFFICIENCY
INNOWAVE™ PCF SONIC IRRIGATOR

Focused on maximizing productivity by providing impressive throughput in a minimum footprint
Deliver optimal cleaning harnessed from a proven, systematic process:

- **Sonic activity** targets and removes exterior soils from crevices and irregular surfaces
- **Sonic irrigation** uses a sonically charged jet of fluid to dislodge and flush soils from intricate channels
- **Deluge wash** from eight integrated spray nozzles helps reduce redepositing of blood or other soils
- **Optimal cleaning** provided by automatic frequency adjustments that compensate for load variations
SAFETY/COMPLIANCE

- Added level of assurance and safety through ANSI/AAMI ST 15883-2:2013 4.3 compliant Thermal Disinfection
- Reduce audit related stress with integrated record keeping and easy export of documentation of key cycle parameters
- Automated locking lid prevents cycles from running when the unit isn’t completely closed

EASE OF USE

- Stay ahead of bottlenecks with quick recognition of cycle progress from the touch screen control
- Compatible with most common instrument trays used in healthcare settings
Choose the service that fits you and your budget. With over 800 technicians worldwide, we are available 24/7 when you need us the most.

The Diagnostic Solutions Program diagnoses and makes timely recommendations for proper repair in the areas of water quality, chamber scale, steam components, and instrument staining.